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▼ Challenges to the Navy 
▼ Navy Solution: Information Technology Technical Authority (IT TA) 
▼ Navy IT TA Stakeholders 
▼ Tenets of System of Systems Engineering and Integration (SoSE&I) 
▼ SoSE&I Discussion 
▼ Conclusions 
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Challenges to the Navy 
▼ Modern warfare has become critically dependent upon accurate and 
timely information for situational awareness and operational 
effectiveness.  
▼ Naval operations today require integration and interoperability among 
interdependent platforms and supporting assets, increasing reliance 
on information, network, and communication systems for enhanced 
coordination and execution. 
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▼ The systems used to 
accomplish the operational 
tasks must be designed to 
conform to an IT architecture 
specified to achieve the 
required level of integration 
and interoperability. 
Navy Solution: Information Technology Technical 
Authority (IT TA) 
Paragraph 3.c Warfighting Capability (7) 
▼ System-of-Systems Engineering and Integration (SoSE&I) approach 
across all platform types to include architecture/requirements & their 
governance, resourcing & certification 
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Expanding role and responsibility … enabler for Navy Info Dominance 
▼ CNO/ASN RDA designated SPAWAR to enhance 
integration and interoperability of information, 
network, and communications systems 
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IT Acquisition Decision Makers 
Support  planning, management and budget process. 
Navy IT TA Stakeholders 
IT Acquisition and Sustainment 
Improve development coordination by 
providing the context for how each 
system fits into the larger SoS. 
Fleet IT Users 
IT Systems that integrate seamlessly into 
platforms and mission areas, to ensure a 
reliable mission support. 
Tenets of System of Systems Engineering and 
Integration (SoSE&I) 
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• Enterprise Architectures 
• Enterprise Requirements 
• SoS Mission Assurance 
• SoS Certification 
• Incorporation of SoS 
Requirements 
• System Interfaces 
SoS Architecture & Requirements Development 
Benefits 
▼ Comprehensive plan to align systems that are meant to work together for mission 
success 
▼ Provides a foundation from which Navy Resource Sponsors can prioritize user 
needs and budget issues 
▼ Establishes Overarching Requirements Baseline to improve Integration & 
Interoperability across the IT Acquisition Portfolio 
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SoS Architecture & Requirements Development  
IT TA Example 
SPAWAR’s IT TA baseline is the engineering/integration bridge at the enterprise-
level to provide orderly flow-down of user needs to implemented platform baselines 
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SoSE&I Role in 
Systems Design & Development 
Benefits 
▼ Provides a focus SoS mission success vice system optimization 
▼ Establishes a framework for better coordination among individuals 
systems and programs 
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Systems Design & Development 
IT TA Example 
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Assured traceability from mission needs to implementation 
… Jointly monitored across the development lifecycle 
Mission Assurance 
Benefits 
▼ Understanding of SoS performance in context of  
mission success to shape acquisition planning 
▼ Develops a comprehensive operations and maintenance to 
better align IT baselines in the Fleet 
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▼ SoS Test & Evaluation performed 
by analysis 
 Leverage Fleet Exercises and 
Experiments  
 Identify and mitigate Interoperability 
problems ahead of Deployment 
▼ Multiple IT baselines exist in the 
fleet today 
 Over 20 different networks 
 5 different operating systems 
  
 
Mission Assurance Example 
▼ Managing IT from a SoSE&I approach could eventually consolidate 
the number of baselines in the fleet. 
▼ Designation of SPAWAR as IT TA will give IT issues a voice when 
considering afloat availability. 
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SoSE&I “Vee” In Review 
Coordinated effort across Navy Stakeholders to ensure User Needs 
are effectively translated into Interoperable Solutions 
Capability 
Collection / Customer 
Interface 
Capability 
Assessment & Analysis 
SoS Architecture 
Dev’t & Analysis 
SoS Requirements & 
Allocation 
System Testing, 




Integration & Test 
Implementation 





SoS Engineering  
Systems Engineering  
Conclusions 
▼ Modern Naval Warfare in a net-centric environment requires 
management at the SoS level to ensure integration, 
interoperability, and mission success 
▼ SoSE&I is a disciplined approach to successfully guide  
simultaneous, complex acquisition and operations of Navy IT 
▼ SPAWAR, designated as the 
IT TA, will manage SoS 
contribution to mission success 
via a SoSE&I approach  
Information Dominance poses unprecedented integration and 
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